
 
     RFB19-006-23 SECURITY & CAMERA SYSTEM INSTALL 
 

    VENDOR WALK THROUGH QUESTIONS/ANSWERS 
 

 
 
Question 1:  Please describe how you would like to see the security system portion of the 

proposed solution work. For example, would you want any breach of interior 
motion sensors to trigger an event/alarm to notify dispatch? If so, how do you see 
this best working? 

Response: We are looking for your recommendations (Suggestions): There was some 
conversation doing interior breach point in the Evidence processing room 
adjacent to the Computer Equipment storage closet attached to R100 on the 
drawing. 

 
 
Question 2:  Are you agreeable to 3rd party central station monitoring of door and motion 

alarms? This approach would require recurring monitoring service fees, as well 
as a means of transmitting alarm signals to the central station. (Phone line, 
Cellular or IP) 

Response: We do not want the third party monitoring at this time.  However, you are 
welcome to give us an option on that price if you wish. 

 
 
Question 3: Do you envision the security system being turned on & off via a mobile device, as 

well as a keypad? 
Response: At this point, only by key pad. However, that can also be an option you can offer 

as an up charge.  
 
 
Question 4:  Will all authorized 1st entries be at Door D1? 
Response: Yes with an option on door (D6) 
 
 
Question 5:  Will the new gate be the only vehicle access point to the parking and warehouse 

areas? How will staff access this gate? 
Response: There are three gates and staff will be able to enter all three but the main gate is 

on the south west side of the fence area. 
 
Question 6:  Do you see the exterior cameras role to include surveillance of unauthorized 

attempted entry, loitering, etc.?  
Response: Yes 
 
 
Question 7:  Do you anticipate the facility being mostly unoccupied? If not, do you still require 

surveillance during occupied hours?  
Response: Yes, Unless they are working on Evidence.  



 
Question 8:  Facial recognition in a forensic sense requires a minimum number of pixels on 

the target you are trying to identify, this is easily done with interior cameras 
viewing someone entering a doorway for example, but much harder to achieve 
cost effectively with outdoor cameras designed to view a large wide area. Please 
clarify how many of the exterior cameras need this capability, and how far from 
the building exterior this recognition is needed. 

Response: You can price a camera at the two entry points as an add-on, if you feel it could 
be an option. Exterior cameras are your recommendation and options you have 
to offer with zooming options from Sheriff Office As well as from a mobile App.  

 
 
Question 9:  Please confirm Doors D1, D2, D3 and D4 are the only doors requiring contacts at 

this time. 
Response: That is correct 
 
 
Question 10: Are cameras and motion detectors required in the areas marked Production and 

Warehouse, or is an either/or? 
Response: Motion is required. Cameras are an option. 
 
 
Question 11: Is video surveillance of the front parking area required? 
Response: A camera is needed.  It does not need to be continually recording. 
 
 
Question 12: Is video surveillance of the bldg. exterior on the side having no doors or windows 

required? 
Response: Yes 
 


